This conclusion is based on endocrinology that has been understood for 50 years: insulin regulates fat accumulation, and blood levels of insulin are effectively determined by carbohydrate intake. The more easily digestible are the carbohydrates we eat (the higher their glycaemic index) and the sweeter they are (the higher their fructose content) the higher are our blood insulin levels, and the more fat accumulates.
If this is true, it suggests that the obesity epidemic was caused at least in part by the research community's failure to understand the nature of the disease, and by the food industry's exploitation of that failure.
But is it true? Or is it the case, as conventional wisdom has it, that these competing hypotheses of obesity have been rigorously tested, and the energy-balance hypothesis has simply won out?
Over the past year, with physician Peter Attia and support from the Laura and John Arnold Foundation of Houston, Texas, I have co-founded the non-profit Nutrition Science Initiative (NuSI) in San Diego, California, with the goal of resolving this controversy. Among our first tasks was to comb the medical literature back to the 1930s, identifying all studies relevant to the question of whether carbohydrates or excess calories cause obesity. We found much ambiguous smoke, but none of the fire of rigorous experimental evidence necessary to establish definitively the truth or falsehood of either hypothesis. This is unacceptable, considering the critical public-health problem presented by obesity and diabetes. (The studies and our conclusions are available at http://nusi.org.)
The trials share many shortcomings. One common flaw is true of all free-living diet trials: the investigators simply fail to control what the participants actually eat. The evidence suggests that few participants comply with the dietary advice, yet the researchers interpret the results as somehow speaking to the fundamental cause of obesity. It is as if we drew conclusions about whether smoking causes lung cancer on the basis of trials (poorly controlled ones, at that) of the efficacy of different methods of smoking cessation -nicotine patches, say, versus nicotine gum. This problem must be solved to establish reliable knowledge.
NuSI aims to fund and facilitate the trials necessary to rigorously test the competing hypotheses, beginning with inpatient feeding studies that will rigidly control dietary interventions for participants so that we know unambiguously the effects of macronutrients -protein, fat and carbohydrates -on weight and body fat. These studies will be done by independent, sceptical researchers. WORLD VIEWA personal take on events
